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Issues in botanical documentation

 Herbarium sheets provide an advantage: labels 

offer a relatively large area in which to 

associate information with specimen.

 Duplicate specimens, esp. older collections, 

may not be labeled identically.

 Comparison to field notes (books, slips, photos, 

etc.) can reveal omissions and contradictions, 

esp. in older labels.

 Access to field notes often difficult.



Duplicate Specimens – a classic

“The wind was blowing too strong to make 
specimens in the field.  I boxed up enough 
for 87 sheets .  I simply pruned the shrub a 
little.”



Specimen Label vs. Collection Book



Previous MICH experience

 Mexican field books of Rogers McVaugh 

were to be digitized as part of second 

grant for Mex@MICH specimen 

digitization project.

 Project was not completed; status of any 

content that was produced not known.



Elmer Philippine collections

 Adolph Daniel Edward Elmer (1870-1942)

 In the Philippines from 1904 until his death in 1942.

 Collected extensively, named many new species.

 Original set of Elmer specimens deposited at Philippine National 

Herbarium (Bureau of Science) – destroyed in WWII; “the original 

field labels were attached to the Manila set, copies to the Univers. 

Calif. (Berkeley) set.” 

(http://www.nationaalherbarium.nl/fmcollectors/E/ElmerADE.htm) 

 Duplicates were widely distributed; 10 herbaria may each have 

over 4K sheets.

http://www.nationaalherbarium.nl/fmcollectors/E/ElmerADE.htm


Elmer’s field notes

 “A fairly complete set of some 10.000 handwritten original field notes is 
among the Reliquiae Bartlettianae at Michigan. (5549-6768 very incomplete, 
6917-6961, 7037-18480, 20003-22694), obtained from Elmer’s widow. 
Merrill made typed copies of the nos 7037-18477, presumably at Berkeley, 
Harvard, and Kew.” 
(http://www.nationaalherbarium.nl/fmcollectors/E/ElmerADE.htm)

 A copy of those notes apparently is available (!): 
http://books.google.com/books/about/Copy_of_his_Field_Notes_Philippine_Colle.htm
l?id=QjCEGwAACAAJ

 MICH also acquired Elmer’s personal set of collections – safely stored from 
the war (!).  At least 1400 specimens at MICH; ~450 are types/isotypes.

 Most bibliographic references about herbaria do not mention that MICH has 
any Elmer collections/field notes. 

http://www.nationaalherbarium.nl/fmcollectors/M/MerrillED.htm
http://www.nationaalherbarium.nl/fmcollectors/E/ElmerADE.htm
http://books.google.com/books/about/Copy_of_his_Field_Notes_Philippine_Colle.html?id=QjCEGwAACAAJ


Elmer field notes: raw material



Elmer Specimen vs. Notes 



Diedickea singularis – Elmer 13673

 A tiny fungus 
(Ascomycota) 
described by Sydow 
from collection that 
Elmer sent to Sydow 
(in Berlin) in 1913.

 Which Elmer 
collection was the 
host?



Diedickea/Polyosma:

a “tie” in the field notes



Elmer field notes

 A likely treasure trove for Philippine botany 

 Not a priority at MICH; a small fraction were 

transcribed at US in 1979 and the typed 

copies of some exist elsewhere.

 No current curator at MICH is working on 

Philippine botany.

 So they sit…..



Current MICH effort:

Macrofungi Collection Consortium

 Digitization of labels, 

and accessory 

information + imaging 

selected specimens 

 Advantage of large 

specimen format not 

available for fungi



MICH fungus collection

 About 280K specimens.

 One of the four largest 

collections in the 

Macrofungi TCN.

 Extensive collection of 

photos, negatives, field 

notes, cards, etc.



Specimen label: minimal information



Collection with photos, card, and a 

spore print.



The photos and spore print
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